Real-Time Monitoring

Practical augmented reality for the plant floor
Get current data and resource information by simply pointing your mobile
device! Our Real-Time Monitoring solution provides instant access to
relevant schematics, process data and instructions.
Notify, collaborate and restart production before a major disruption
happens.

See it. Send it.
Solve it.
Easily digitize your plant
floor.

Real-Time Monitoring key benefits:
•

Access data and resources associated with equipment to improve
technician efficiency.

•

Simplify process resolution with see-what-I-see collaboration.

•

Improve communication between engineering, maintenance and
production.

•

Light up your shop floor by enhancing the spectrum of visibility to include
otherwise hidden information.

•

Reduce unplanned downtime caused by lack of awareness of machine
health.

•

Access dashboards delivering insights with live data as it unfolds.

•

Rapidly distribute process notifications.

•

Improve employee bench strength with just-in-time training.

•

Create and deploy simple forms on the fly.

•

Provide less experienced workers with expert information to perform at a
higher level.

Minimize downtime

Reduce non-value-added
time

Simplify work instruction
creation

Instantly access machine
data

“We eliminated
40 pounds of
documentation
with an iPad.”
- Automotive Manufacturer

Practical augmented reality allows us to focus on functionality
that brings value to the plant floor versus flashy gimmicks that
don’t make a difference for the end-user.
Hexagon’s Xalt Solutions’ Real-Time Monitoring begins
generating ROI within its’ first day of deployment, without
requiring extensive time and investment.
To learn more about Real-Time Monitoring and to review our
solutions portfolio visit www.hexagonxalt.com.
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Accelerate your digital transformation
Hexagon is a global leader in digital solutions that improve
productivity and quality for manufacturing, infrastructure,
safety and mobility applications. We create Smart Digital
Realities that empower the future of autonomy across
production and urban ecosystems.
Hexagon’s Xalt Solutions accelerates your digital
transformation by solving your workplace challenges with the
industry’s most agile framework, supported by innovative,
tailored solutions.

